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The ground state hyperfine splitting of 7Beþ has been measured by laser-microwave double-resonance

spectroscopy in the online rf trap of RIKEN’s slow RI-beam facility. Be ions produced by projectile

fragmentation of 13C at�1 GeV were thermalized in a rf ion guide gas cell and subsequently laser cooled

in the ion trap to�1 �eV. This 1015-fold reduction of the kinetic energy allows precision spectroscopy of

these ions. A magnetic hfs constant of A ¼ �742:772 28ð43Þ MHz was measured for 7Beþ, from which a

nuclear magnetic moment of �I ¼ �1:399 28ð2Þ�N was deduced.
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Optical atomic spectroscopy of unstable nuclei has
played an important role in nuclear structure studies
[1,2]. Nuclear charge radii and moments for many unstable
nuclei were determined model-independently by optical
spectroscopy of low energy ion beams or stored ions.
The number of nuclides available for investigation by
optical spectroscopy has been restricted to about 500 nu-
clei of about 50 elements [2], mostly limited by low energy
radioactive ion beams available at conventional isotope-
separator-online (ISOL) facilities. The present experiment
at the new slow radioactive ion (SLOWRI) facility at
RIKEN opens up a new frontier. It uses radioactive ions
produced by fragmentation at relativistic energies and
reduces them to subthermal energies. Simultaneously the
method is fast, chemistry independent, and the in-flight
separation in a fragment separator is capable of producing
any isotope.

While Beþ ions are becoming available at ISOL facili-
ties due to advances in laser ion sources, our universal
method quickly and efficiently provides low energy radio-
active ion beams of all elements by combining a projectile
fragment separator with a gas stopper and also utilizing a
rf-carpet ion guide [3,4]. In the future it promises that more
than 4000 unexplored nuclei will be available for study. We
demonstrate here, for the first time, both laser cooling [5]
and precision hfs spectroscopy of radioactive ions from
projectile fragmentation, and have selected Beþ as the first
candidate.

7Be is a unique nucleus whose nuclear moments elude
determination by the ��-NMR method [6], since it emits

no � rays and emits � rays isotropically. Optical spectros-
copy is therefore the only way to measure the nuclear
moments. Earlier, the hfs of 7Beþ was indirectly observed
by collinear fast beam laser spectroscopy with limited
accuracy and reported in [7]. At SLOWRI, we recently
have directlymeasured the hfs of 7Beþ with an accuracy of
5� 10�7 by laser-microwave double-resonance (LMDR)
spectroscopy. This is the first step towards an investigation
of the neutron halo nucleus 11Be through observation of the
Bohr-Weisskopf effect [8], which could test the predicted
extended distribution of a valence neutron by employing a
purely electromagnetic probe [9].
The hyperfine structure and the hyperfine field of the Be

ion have been theoretically investigated with high accuracy
[10,11]. The effect of nuclear structure, however, is not
clearly known as only the stable isotope 9Beþ has been
experimentally studied so far [12–14]. Our present mea-
surement of ions of the isotope 7Be allows separation of the
nuclear and mass dependent contribution to the hfs for
more stringent comparisons with theory.
Laser cooling is an essential prerequisite to measure the

hfs constant of Beþ by LMDR spectroscopy, since other-
wise the hfs splitting (�1 GHz) is too small to be resolved,
particularly since the Doppler width of the 2s 2S1=2 !
2p 2P1=2;3=2 transition is �5 GHz at room temperature.

Circularly polarized laser radiation at a frequency slightly
lower than the resonance can achieve both optical pumping
into a recyclable state and laser cooling. The atomic
ground state of 7Beþ is split into two hfs levels of F ¼
f2; 1g, and the excited 2P3=2 state is split into four hfs levels
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of F ¼ f3; 2; 1; 0g, if a nuclear spin I ¼ 3=2 is assumed. In
the presence of a magnetic field of about 0.6 mT the ground
state hfs levels further split into Zeeman levels described
by mF while the excited 2P3=2 state already splits into

Paschen-Back levels described by ðmI;mJ) (Fig. 1).
When �þ radiation excites the 2s 2S1=2 ! 2p 2P3=2 tran-

sition, the level population of the ground state quickly
shifts to the larger mF states, concentrating in the maxi-
mum mF state, ðF;mFÞ ¼ ð2;þ2Þ, while the excited state
concentrates in the maximum mJ þmI state ðmJ;mIÞ ¼
ðþ3=2;þ3=2Þ. Once such optical pumping is achieved,
closed cycling of excitation and deexcitation between these
levels is repeated, resulting in efficient laser cooling. It
should be noted that the population in the F ¼ 1 hyperfine
level of the ground state is also gradually pumped into the
ðF;mFÞ ¼ ð2;þ2Þ state by the laser excitation initially via
Doppler broadening and finally via the Lorentzian wing of
the resonance line.

A single laser-cooled ion radiates photons via laser-
induced fluorescence (LIF) at the high rate of �106 s�1,
allowing sensitive observation with only a few radioactive
ions in the trap. If in addition an M1 transition from the
pumped state to the other hfs state of ground state
[ðF;mFÞ ¼ ð2;þ2Þ ! ð1;þ1Þ] is induced by resonant mi-
crowave radiation, a leak from the closed cycle occurs and
the strong LIF is reduced until a repumping process takes
place. In this way, the microwave resonance of the hfs
splitting can be observed with high sensitivity as a dip in
the LIF intensity spectrum as a function of the microwave
frequency. Previously, we have detailed the procedure of
the LMDR method in the case of 9Beþ [13].

From the two observed microwave resonance frequen-
cies, �þ and ��, corresponding to the polarization of the
laser radiation, �þ and ��, the magnetic hfs constant A
can be deduced using the Breit-Rabi formula. The sign of A
is the sign of the nuclear magnetic moment �I and is
determined from the comparison of �þ with ��. The
nuclear spin I is determined from the magnetic field de-
pendence of �.

The experiment was performed at the prototype
SLOWRI facility at RIKEN. A 100A-MeV 13C beam

from the RIKEN ring cyclotron impinged a 5 mm-thick
Be metal target, producing nuclei of many isotopes, in-
cluding 7Be, by a fragmentation reaction. 7Be ions are then
separated by the RIKEN projectile fragment separator
RIPS [15]. After energy reduction to less than 2A MeV
in an energy degrader, the Be ions are injected into a gas-
catcher cell filled with 26 hPa helium gas. In the gas cell
the Be ions are thermalized, and guided to a small exit
nozzle by a rf-carpet [3]. The extracted ions are transported
to an ultrahigh vacuum chamber by a 600-mm-long octu-
pole ion beam guide (OPIG) made of a carbon fiber re-
inforced plastic material through three differential
pumping sections. Various kinds of contaminant ions,
mainly molecules originating in the gas cell, are also trans-
ported through the OPIG. They are filtered by a qudrupole
mass filter placed behind the OPIG. The resolution of the
filter is about 0.5 amu which is sufficient to eliminate
contaminant ions. The purified 7Beþ ions are injected
into a cryogenic linear rf trap for precision spectroscopy.
In order to accumulate 7Beþ ions from the continuous
beam with a few eV energy, 10 mPa He gas is loaded
into the spectroscopy chamber during the ion accumulation
period of about 10 s.
The central part of the linear rf trap is shown in Fig. 2.

The trap electrodes are made of 10 mm diameter rods of
SUS316 and are arranged in a quadrupole configuration
having an inner radius of r0 ¼ 4:35 mm. The linear trap is
segmented into three sections, and end-plate electrodes at
higher potential are attached to both ends to axially confine
the 7Beþ ions. The total and the center section lengths of
the trap are 97 and 20 mm, respectively. The trap elec-
trodes, the radiation shields, and the He gas pipe are
thermally connected to a 10 K cold refrigeration sink to
reduce all gas impurities.
A 313 nm cw laser setup [5,13,14] was located 50 m

away from the ion trap on another floor. A pair of tele-
scopes and several mirrors were used to transport and focus
the radiation into the trap. The circular polarization was
maintained by a Glan-Taylor prism and a �=4 wave plate
placed just in front of the trap chamber. The polarization
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FIG. 1 (color online). Atomic level diagram of the ground
2s 2S1=2 state and the excited 2p 2P3=2 state of 7Beþ with

magnetic field dependence.
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FIG. 2 (color online). Schematic drawing of the center part of
the experimental setup.
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can be quickly switched (�þ $ ��) by rotating the re-
motely controlled �=4 wave plate. The direction of the
laser radiation was tilted by 10� with respect to the trap
axis to avoid interference with the ion detector. A weak
(�0:6 mT) magnetic field produced by Helmholz-type
coils was applied parallel to the laser radiation. The current
of the coils was stabilized to 10�5 by an accurate shunt
resistor and a software feedback system. Two other pairs of
coils were used to compensate stray magnetic fields to the
few �T level.

For tuning the uv laser frequency to the 2S1=2 ! 2P3=2

transition, the fundamental laser wave length (626 nm) is
monitored using a commercial wave meter. The absolute
frequency was calibrated using an optical frequency comb
system [16] and Doppler-free saturated absorption signals
from an I2 cell. The laser was detuned by 200–300 MHz
below the resonance of the 2S1=2 ! 2P3=2 transition, and

was chopped at 7 kHz with a 90% duty factor by an electro-
optic modulator during LMDR spectroscopy, to avoid any
broadening and shifting in the microwave resonance. The
typical average power of the laser radiation at the entrance
of the chamber was 0.3 mW. The LIF signal was detected
by a two dimensional photon-counting system (PIAS,
Hamamatsu) through a lens and an interference filter.
The photon detector was used not only for imaging the
ion crystal but also to reduce the background by means of
spacial filtering. Microwave radiation generated by a syn-
thesizer and amplified by a traveling wave tube to about
0.5 W was introduced to an antenna placed close to the trap
electrodes (Fig. 2). The microwave radiation was pulsed to
irradiate only during the laser off periods.

Figure 3 shows the LIF spectrum of laser-cooled 7Beþ
ions in the linear rf trap. The dip in the spectrum indicates
that a phase transition from an ion-cloud state to an ion
crystal state occurred [17]. The temperature of the ions can

be evaluated from the sharp peak at higher frequency to be
less than 10 mK, corresponding to <1 �eV—a 1015-fold
reduction in the kinetic energy of the ions. This is a rapid
shift from relativistic energies to quantum energies.
A typical microwave spectrum of the ðF;mFÞ ¼

ð2;þ2Þ ! ð1;þ1Þ transition is shown in Fig. 4, fitted to a
Gaussian profile to determine the resonance frequency.
This is because the width of the resonance curve is con-
sidered to be due to the spacial inhomogeneity and short-
term fluctuation of the magnetic field, and the amplitude of
the peak varies very much depending on the optical pump-
ing conditions while the center frequencies of the reso-
nance remained unchanged within the statistical error. We
performed several measurements of �þ and �� at two
different magnetic fields of 0.61 and 0.71 mT and the
results are summarized in Table I. The sign of the hfs
constant of 7Beþ, A7 is confirmed to be negative from
�þ � �� < 0. The magnetic field dependence of �� can
be described as d�=dB ¼ �B4I=ð2I þ 1Þ where �B ¼
14 MHz=mT. The measured dependence was
21 MHz=mT which is consistent with the nuclear
spin I ¼ 3=2. The magnetic hfs constant A7 ¼
�742:772 28ð43Þ MHz is determined from the four fre-
quencies listed in Table I.
The nuclear magnetic moment of 7Be was deduced

to be �Ið7BeÞ ¼ �1:399 28ð2Þ�N from the measured val-
ues of A7 and I7 with reference to the corresponding values
of 9Be [A9 ¼ �625:008 837 048ð10Þ MHz, �Ið9BeÞ ¼
�1:177 432ð3Þ�N , I9 ¼ 3=2] [12,18,19] by the relation
of �Ið7BeÞ=I7 ¼ ð1þ �7;9ÞðA7=A9Þð�Ið9BeÞ=I9Þ, where

the small differential hyperfine anomaly �7;9 was ne-

glected. The uncertainty of �Ið7BeÞ is evaluated, however,
from the theoretically derived magnitude of �7;9 < 10�5

[9].
The experimental value was compared with theoretical

calculations and some empirical calculations as shown in
Table II. A simple shell model calculation with OXBASH

using the Cohen-Kurath [20] interaction shows good agree-
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FIG. 4 (color online). Typical LMDR spectrum of the ground
state hfs transitions of ðF;mFÞ ¼ ð2;þ2Þ ! ð2;þ1Þ for 7Beþ
ions at B ¼ 0:610 56ð19Þ mT.

dip

FIG. 3 (color online). Laser-cooling spectrum of 7Beþ. The
horizontal axis shows the absolute uv laser frequency calibrated
by an optical frequency comb system. The symbols are data
points and the curve guides the eye. The transition from a broad
line shape to a sharp peak with a characteristic dip indicates that
the so-called crystallization of 7Beþ ions occurred in the rf trap.
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ment, with a 1.5% discrepancy, while the large-basis shell
model calculation [21], the ab initio shell model calcula-
tion [22] by Navŕatil et al., and the variational quantum
Monte Carlo calculations by Pudlinear et al. [23] show
large discrepancies of about 20%. These modern calcula-
tions achieved good agreement for the magnetic moments
of T ¼ 0 isoscalar nuclei, such as 10B, but not for T ¼ 1=2
isovector nuclei. This is due to two-body charge and cur-
rent contributions, which are not included in the calcula-
tions, and are greatly cancelled in the isoscalar nuclei,
while they are noticeable in the isovector nuclei [25].

A prediction by an empirical linear relation between the
nuclear g factors of mirror nuclei found by Buck et al. [24]
showed good agreement in heavier mirror nuclei. However,
a discrepancy of about 5% is seen in 7Be.

An accurate prediction comes from the relation between
the isospin doublet. The spin expectation value has the
relation h��zi ¼ ð�þ þ�� � IÞ=ð�p þ�n � 1=2Þ (for

notations, see Ref. [26]). The prediction was made with
the single particle value of h��zi ¼ 1. The spin expecta-
tion values, on the other hand, can be determined from the
present experimental result, completing systematic studies
on T ¼ 1=2 mirror nuclei up to 43Ti [27–29].

In summary, we have shown that high precision laser-
microwave spectroscopy can be performed for radioactive
ions produced at 1 GeV by projectile fragmentation. This
guarantees that many new experiments on unexplored iso-
topes can follow using the same setup.
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TABLE II. Nuclear magnetic moment of 7Be (�N).

Present experimental value �1:399 28ð2Þ
Shell model

Cohen-Kurath (8-16)POT [20] �1:3787
Large-basis shell model [21] �1:132
Ab initio noncore shell model [22] �1:138

Quantum Monte Carlo

Variational quantum Monte Carlo [23] �1:110ð2Þ
Empirical

Linear relations �p ¼ ��n þ � [24] a �1:462
Isospin doublet (h��zi ¼ 1) �1:377

a�n ¼ �ð7LiÞ=I ¼ þ3:256 462 5ð4Þ=ð3=2Þ [19] is used.

TABLE I. Resonance frequencies �þ and �� at two different
magnetic fields. Each frequency is the result of the fitting from 3
or 4 measurements, and the magnetic fields are obtained together
with the hfs constant A from the fitting of the four frequencies to
the Breit-Rabi formula.

Quantity Icoil ¼ 12 A Icoil ¼ 14 A

B (mT) 0.6106 1(13) 0.7127 7(4)

�þ (MHz) 1472.745 4(32) 1470.613 1(13)

�� (MHz) 1498.413 8(46) 1500.577 1(13)
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